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Abstract: Electric vehicle (EV) customers are expected to charge EV batteries at a rapid EV charging
station or via on-road wireless EV charging systems when possible, as per their charging needs
to successfully complete any remaining trips and reach their destination. When on-road wireless
EV charging systems are considered as an alternative charging method for EVs, this can affect the
load of a rapid EV charging station in terms of time and magnitude. Hence, this paper presents
a probabilistic framework for estimating the arrival rate of EVs at an EV rapid charging station,
considering the availability of on-road wireless charging systems as an alternative charging method.
The proposed model incorporates an Electric Vehicle Decision Tree that predicts the times when EVs
require rapid charging based on realistic transportation data. A Monte Carlo simulation approach is
used to capture uncertainties in EV user decisions regarding charging types. A queuing model is then
developed to estimate the charging load for multiple EVs at the charging station, with and without
the consideration of on-road EV wireless charging systems. A case study and simulation results
considering a 32-bus distribution system and the US National Household Travel Survey (NHTS)
data are presented and discussed to demonstrate the impact of on-road wireless EV charging on the
loads of an rapid EV charging station. It is observed that having on-road wireless EV charging as
complementary charging to EV charging stations helps to significantly reduce the peak load of the
charging station, which improves the power system capacity and defers the need for system upgrades.

Keywords: electric vehicles; rapid charging; wireless charging; Monte Carlo simulation; mathematical
model

1. Introduction

Electric vehicles (EVs) have been receiving significant attention in recent years due
to the growing concerns of global warming and the depletion of petroleum resources [1].
It is recognized that the existence of EV charging stations and on-road wireless charging
systems is vital for facilitating EV penetration and public acceptance [2,3]. Plug-in charging
and wireless charging are two popular methods for charging EVs [4–6]. Plug-in charging
involves physically connecting the EV to an external power source using a charging cable,
while wireless charging transfers electrical energy wirelessly from a charging pad to the
EV’s receiver pad.

Three levels of EV charging are available and commonly used [7]: Level-1 charging
uses a standard household outlet and is relatively slow, adding around 4–5 miles of range
per one hour of charging. Level-2 charging, which uses a higher-voltage power source,
provides faster charging times and adds around 25–30 miles of range per one hour of
charging. DC fast charging is the fastest option, allowing significant range additions in just
a few minutes, making it suitable for long-distance travel.

On the other hand, wireless charging eliminates the need for physical cables and
connectors. It consists of a charging pad installed in a parking space and a receiver
pad integrated into the EV. When the EV is parked over the charging pad, electricity is
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transferred wirelessly through electromagnetic induction. However, wireless charging is
currently slower than plug-in charging, and it is commonly used for convenient top-up
charging at home or in parking lots. The choice between plug-in charging and wireless
charging depends on several factors, such as the availability of charging infrastructure and
the charging capabilities of the EV. Plug-in charging offers faster options, including DC
fast charging for long-distance travel, whereas wireless charging provides convenience for
frequent top-up charging in specific locations. Considering on-road wireless EV charging
systems as an alternative charging method for EVs, this will affect the loads of rapid EV
charging stations. It is necessary to predict EV charging loads and their distribution in
space and time, considering both the EV charging station and on-road wireless EV charging,
which is the primary objective of this paper.

Considerable efforts have been made in modeling EV charging loads and investigating
their impacts on the power grid given their uncertain charging demand. A method was
developed in [8] to study the plug-in charging infrastructure considering price and drivers’
behavior, with the objective of predicting the energy demand of given EVs and matching
it with the available supply. The developed method considers the initial state of charge
(SOC) of the EVs among other factors in planning the charging stations. A framework was
designed in [9] aiming to reach a certain level of user satisfaction considering different
types of demands with EVs charging and different sources of energy, including renewable
generation with its uncertain delivery. The developed community-integrated energy system,
which served as an energy internet system, coordinated the response to varying loads of
EV charging according to the available renewable energy. With the diversity of electrical
energy sources, the coordination between these sources helped increase the efficiency of
resources use, reduce the chances of a deficit in energy transfer, optimize energy transfer
strategies, and reduce peak periods. The authors of [10] modeled energy transfer through
different facilities, including renewable energy sources, and determined the ratio of each
facility. The impact of wireless charging load on the location marginal price and retail price,
considering the social welfare of the electricity market, was studied and presented in [11].
A queuing network along with statistical traffic data was considered to determine the
dynamics of the spatial locations of EVs, including their state of charge, so that a wireless
charging load pattern could be obtained. The interrelation between charging at wireless
charging stations and the transportation network was studied in [12], aiming to control
charging loads at wireless charging stations in conjunction with transportation networks to
level the total travel costs for all EVs. A method based on forecasting the electricity prices
on the next day was developed in [13] to determine the reserved periods and quantity
the electricity needed to wirelessly charge public transport buses. The studies objective
was to balance the electricity loads and reduce costs. Inductive charging of electric buses
in a bus network in conjunction with microwave charging of nearby EVs was presented
in [14]. Wireless charging of EVs was established through a microwave link directed from
a transmitting antenna mounted on a bus and a receiving antenna on the roof of an EV.
A new algorithm was proposed in [15] to obtain a day ahead strategy of charging EV
batteries based on the history of their combined charging states.

An optimization algorithm was proposed in [16] to wirelessly charge EVs through
lanes dedicated for wireless charging other than normal traffic lanes, with the objective
of managing the wireless charging policy to reduce the energy costs and pressure on the
power grid. The technical issues pertaining to the design of wireless charging pads, the
coils and the frequency of their energizing currents were presented in [17]. Safety issues,
standards, social, and economic aspects were also included and discussed. The authors
of [18] presented a comparison between the capacitive and inductive wireless charging of
EVs, considering different battery types and their models. A review of different design
issues, such as communication between transmitting and receiving sides, misalignment
between transmitting and receiving coils, and the inclusion of compensating capacitors
in charging circuits, were also provided. Battery swapping stations are an alternative
method for reducing the impact of EV load on the grid at peak hours [19,20]. A battery
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swapping station as a solution to homogenize the load on the grid was presented in [21].
Given the distribution of EVs in space and time and considering road topology, the size
and location of a centralized battery swapping station was determined. A framework
was proposed in [22] to determine a dynamic strategy of wireless charging to reduce the
cost and peak-to-average ratio benefiting from vehicle-to-grid ancillary services. It was
observed that the level of difficulty to obtain reliable statistical data increased with the
increase in the number of EVs. Because a certain number of wireless charging facilities are
required to cover a given area, a model was developed in [23] to maximize the traffic flow
and reduce travel time by determining the optimum locations of these facilities. A model
based on data collected by one million days of travel was developed in [24] to determine
the fast charging station load and service quality.

The aforementioned literature review revealed that none of the existing studies have
considered the impact of on-road EV wireless charging on rapid EV charging station load.
Therefore, a probabilistic framework is proposed to estimate the EV arrival rate at an rapid
EV charging station, considering the possibility of on-road EV wireless charging as an
alternative charging option for EVs in the distribution system.

The present paper provides the following summary of its main contributions:

• Development of an Electric Vehicle Decision Tree (EVDT) to predict the timing and
probability of EVs requiring rapid charging based on realistic transportation data.

• A Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) approach is employed to capture uncertainties in
EV user decisions regarding charging type, enabling the robust analysis of different
charging scenarios.

• Development of a queuing model to estimate the charging load for multiple EVs
served at an EV charging station, with and without on-road wireless charging.

• Investigation of the impact of on-road EV wireless charging systems as an alternative
charging method for EVs on the expected loads of a rapid EV charging station.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents and discusses
the proposed framework and associated mathematical model. Section 3 presents the input
and simulation data, followed by analysis and discussion of the findings in Section 4 to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework. In Section 5, the conclusions
are drawn.

2. Proposed Framework
2.1. Electric Vehicle Decision Tree and Monte Carlo Simulation Approach for Modeling an EV
Charging Station, Considering an On-Road Wireless Charging System

The Electric Vehicle Decision Tree (EVDT) proposed in [25] was developed in this
work and extended to model the probability of EV arrival per hour at an EV charging
station, considering on-road EV wireless charging systems. The EVDT considers realistic
detailed transportation data [26], including distances traveled during trips, the distribution
of trips throughout the day, and the number of trips per vehicle, to predict the period of
time needed for the rapid charging of EVs.

The flow chart of the developed EVDT is presented in Figure 1. For each trip, the EV’s
SOC is checked based on distance-driven mileage. If the EV’s battery depletes its SOC
before completion of the trip, the trip’s start time is recorded for fast charging. On the other
hand, if the trip is completed before depletion of battery’s charge, the time at which the trip
is completed is recorded. This strategy minimizes disruptions during trips. However, due
to the lack of geospatial data relating to the distance between EVs and a central charging
facility, the EVDT results indicate the probability of an EV requesting charging rather than
the actual arrival of vehicles at the EV charging station. To address the lack of a distance
correlation, two factors are taken into account:

• Point-a: The precise duration between when an EV initiates a fast charging request and
its arrival at the EV charging station depends solely on the spatial distance separating
the EV’s location when calling for fast charging and the EV charging station. Hence,
the hour of the fast charging call is used to estimate the hourly probability of EV
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arrival, assuming that the EV is expected to arrive at the nearby EV charging station
within a designated one-hour timeframe.

• Point-b: It is assumed that one EV charging station can cater to the needs of a few
hundred EVs, based on the fact that the United States (US) gasoline fueling facilities
numbered nearly 160,000 [27], or about one facility for every 1500 vehicles. Each EVCF
is designed to accommodate a portion of the total forecasted vehicles in the distribution
system, specifically targeting approximately 20% of the forecasted vehicles.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the developed Electric Vehicle Decision Tree (EVDT).

The EVDT incorporates point-a to estimate the timing of charging demand per hour,
while incorporating both point-a and point-b plays a crucial role in determining the hourly
arrival rate of EVs, which is then used as an input to generate a random decision of EV
users regarding the choice of EV charging station or on-road wireless EV charging system,
as presented in Figure 2.

The EV arrival rate at an EVCS is affected by the customer’s choice between a rapid
charging station or an on-road wireless charging system. As the on-road wireless EV
charging system is considered to be complementary to EVCS in this paper, the number
of EVs that prefer on-road wireless charging and the number of EVs that prefer rapid
charging must be equal to the number of EVs that arrive each hour at the EVCS, in the
absence of on-road wireless charging systems. This relationship is represented by the
following equation:

αWS
k + βCS

k = λCS
k (1)

where αWS
k represents the number of EVs that select the on-road wireless charging system at

an hour k; βCS
k denotes the number of EVs that choose the EVCS at an hour k; and λCS

k is the
EV arrive rate at the EVCS in the absence of on-road wireless charging systems at an hour k.
Using the EVDT, the EV arrival rate (λCS

k ) is estimated at the EVCS without on-road wireless
EV charging systems. In order to address uncertainties in EV user decisions regarding
charging types, rapid charging or on-road wireless charging, the MCS is employed to
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generate a large set of scenarios by varying βCS
k at an EVCS for each hour and each location

from [0–λCS
k ].

Generate Random Decision of EV 

Users Regarding Charging Type

EV Charging Station Load   

Queuing Model

EV Rapid 

Charging Station 

EV Wireless 

Charging System

Expected EV Users with an Access to 

EV Wireless Charging System

 

Expected Number of EV Users 

with Min SOC

Expected Hourly 

EV Arrivals

EV Wireless Charging Load

Figure 2. Proposed Monte Carlo simulation approach for modeling an EV charging station, consider-
ing an on-road wireless charging system.

These results are then incorporated into the queuing model (QM) to evaluate the
demand for charging EVs, aiding in the planning of EV charging stations and informing
EV investors.

2.2. Queuing Model

The queuing model describes the charging process of several EVs at a facility des-
ignated for fast charging. At a charging station, EVs can be considered as customers in
a queue who have to wait their turn to charge their batteries. The EV charging station
operates under the following assumed conditions [28,29]:

• The time between the arrival of EVs (inter-arrival times) is independent and follows
an exponential distribution, meaning the arrival of one EV does not affect the arrival
of another, resembling a Poisson process.

• Similarly, the hourly charging rates for EVs at the EV charging station are independent
and exponentially distributed, also representing a Poisson process.

• The EV charging station is equipped with c identical fast chargers.
• Charging EVs follows a first-come-first-served rule; upon arrival at the EV charging

station, EVs form a single queue. These assumptions enable us to model the process
of charging at the EV charging station utilizing an M/M/c queuing model.

According to the formulation of the queuing model [30], the system is considered
stable provided that the occupation rate of the fast chargers remains below one, which is
determined by calculating the probability of a fast charger being in use. This probability
(ψk) is obtained by dividing the anticipated rate at which EVs are expected to arrive at the
EV charging station by the number of fast chargers that are identical in capacity and by the
rate at which the charging service is provided. This can be expressed as follows:
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ψk =
λCS

k
cµk

≤ 1 (2)

Using Equation (2) and a sufficient condition for the stability of the queuing model,
the minimum number of fast chargers required to maintain a stable queuing system at the
EV charging station should satisfy the inequality given as [31]

c >
λk
µk

(3)

The expected number of occupied fast chargers relies on a limiting-state probability
that “n” discharged EVs are present at the EV charging station, and this is determined as
follows [31]:

Pn,k =


1
n!
(

λk
µk

)nP0 i f 0 ≤ n ≤ c − 1

1
c!cn−c (

λk
µk

)nP0 i f n ≥ c

(4)

In this equation, P0 is defined as

P0 = [
c−1

∑
n=0

1
n!
(

λk
µk

)n +
1
c!
(

λk
µk

)c(
cµk

cµk − λk
)]−1 (5)

If n discharged EVs are present at the charging station, the number of occupied fast
chargers is determined by taking the minimum value between n and c. The expected
number of occupied fast chargers, represented as E[Z], is

E[Zk] =
∞

∑
n=0

Pn,kmin(n, c) =
λk
µk

(6)

Finally, to obtain an estimation of the power demand of the charging station (PDEV),
the average power per fast charger is multiplied by the expected number of occupied
fast chargers.

PDEV
k = E[Zk]PAVG (7)

The proposed framework is programmed using the General Algebraic Modeling
System (GAMS) environment [32].

3. Input and Simulation Data

The 32-bus radial distribution system presented in [33] is employed in this study. The
system peak demand is 3.8 MW, with a base voltage of 12.66 kV. Profiles of the system
loads are from the IEEE Reliability Test System [34], and it is also assumed that all loads are
residential loads. The house peak load is assumed to be 2.08 kW [35] to calculate the number
of houses at each bus. Based on data from the NHTS [26], the study estimates the average
number of vehicles per household to be 1.9. Taking into account the level of EV penetration,
the total number of houses in the distribution system, and the average number of vehicles
per household, the number of EVs in the system is estimated. It should be mentioned that
the location of the EVCS is determined from a detailed planning analysis that includes
technical, environmental, and economic studies, the results of which are assumed as the
input and are beyond the scope of this paper. Otherwise, spatial components of the EV
trips cannot be ignored. This work does not consider optimal siting of EVCSs, and EVCS
locations are considered, for example, at locations 14, 21, 24, and 30; each feeder of the
distribution system has one EVCS location to cater to a maximum of 20% of the total
estimated number of EVs in the distribution system on a typical day [25]. Hence, four
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EV charging stations collectively serve 80% of the EVs in the distribution system, while
the remaining 20% are assumed to charge at alternative locations such as workplaces
or commercial buildings adopting a Level-2 charging infrastructure. This assumption is
deemed reasonable since the fast charging infrastructure is not yet widespread and cannot
meet the charging demands of all EVs in the distribution system.

The estimation of λ is based on the following additional assumptions:

• State of Charge (SOC) Window: EVs are assumed to operate within an SOC window
of 70%, ranging from 20% to 90%. This range ensures an appropriate balance between
battery utilization and availability for charging.

• Home charging: It is assumed that EVs are fully charged at home before starting a
trip with no additional charges required before the trip, except for overnight charging
at home. This assumption positions fast charging as a complementary method to
home charging.

• NHTS data selection: The study utilizes NHTS data, which reportedly includes
1,000,000 trips and 300,000 vehicles. However, to enhance the accuracy of the analysis,
the study focuses on specific vehicle types (i.e., automobiles, sports vehicles, vans,
and pickup trucks) and excludes any missing data. Consequently, 850,000 trips and
150,000 vehicles are considered for this particular investigation.

• EV battery types: The study primarily considers fully charged EV20, EV40, and EV60
vehicles, representing compact sedans with battery capacities of 6.51 kWh, 10.4 kWh
and 15.6 kWh, respectively, enabling ranges of up to 20, 40 and 60 miles on electricity.

• Exclusion of low-mileage vehicles: To optimize computational efficiency, the analysis
initially excludes vehicles with total distance covered throughout a day, considering
all individual trips made, less than 20 miles as they do not require fast charging. Their
inclusion would not significantly impact the charging demand.

By incorporating these assumptions and considerations into this work, a comprehen-
sive analysis of EV charging station demand can be conducted while accounting for various
real-world factors and potential scenarios.

4. Results and Discussion

To assess the expected demand for EV charging, it is essential to determine the arrival
rate of EVs at a charging station. Using the developed EVDT method and MCS approach,
the expected number of EVs arriving at a charging station, or using on-road wireless
charging, considering different locations, is presented in Figures 3–6.

The average number of EVs charged at either an EV charging station or via on-
road wireless EV charging varies from one hour to another, depending on when the
SOC of the EVs reaches is depleted, and thus require battery charging. Uncertainties in
EV user decisions are addressed using the MCS approach, enabling a robust analysis of
charging scenarios.
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Figure 3. Averaged EVs charged using the rapid charging station at location-14 or via on-road
wireless charging.
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Figure 4. Averaged EVs charged using the rapid charging station at location-21 or via on-road
wireless charging.
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Figure 5. Averaged EVs charged using the rapid charging station at location-24 or via on-road
wireless charging.
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Figure 6. Averaged EVs charged using the rapid charging station at location-30 or via on-road
wireless charging.

The expected arrival rate, in conjunction with the developed queuing model, gives an
estimation of the expected demand for the charging process, as presented in Figures 7–10,
considering different locations with/without on-road wireless charging. The load of the EV
charging station is similar in all locations, assuming a similar arrival rate at these locations.

When applying the queuing model, it is observed that the charging station experiences
maximum capacity utilization from hour 12 to hour 18, accommodating the highest number
of EVs, especially when on-road wireless charging systems are not available. The increased
charging station load most frequently occurs during the evening, often coinciding with
peak demand of the power grid. When considering on-road wireless charging, the peak
load of the charging station reduces significantly, and hence does not coincide with the
system peak demand. This helps ensure grid availability when accommodating for EV
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charging station loads without putting stress on the system or prompting the need for
system upgrades.
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Figure 7. EV expected charging station loads at location 14, with and without on-road wireless
charging capability.
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Figure 8. EV expected charging station loads at location 21 with and without on-road wireless
charging capabilities.
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Figure 9. EV expected charging station loads at location 24 with and without on-road wireless
charging capabilities.
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Figure 10. EV expected charging station loads at location 30 with and without on-road wireless
charging capabilities.

The expected loads of the on-road EV wireless charging system, considering different
locations in the distribution system, are presented in Figures 11–14. These loads are
determined based on the average number of EVs using on-road wireless charging to charge
their EV batteries, and hence they vary from one location to another. However, these EV
loads do not significantly vary from one location to another due to the fact that a large set
of scenarios, i.e., 100 scenarios, are generated using the MCS to address uncertainties in
the choice of EV users between rapid charging station or on-road wireless charging. The
load of the on-road wireless charging system is assumed to be supplied by a hybrid solar
energy system, such as rooftop photovoltaic (PV) generation and battery energy storage
systems (BESSs). As an increased load of the on-road wireless charging system may occur
during the evening (Figures 11–14), the rooftop PV generation system alone is not enough
to support such a load, and therefore the inclusion of a BESS is necessary.
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Figure 11. Expected load of the on-road EV wireless charging system at location 14.
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Figure 12. Expected load of the on-road EV wireless charging system at location 21.
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It can be concluded that a complementary on-road wireless charging system as an
alternative charging method for EVs, with loads met by a hybrid solar energy system, the
EV charging station load can be noticeably reduced, thus mitigating its impacts on the
power grid.
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Figure 13. Expected load of the on-road EV wireless charging system at location 24.
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Figure 14. Expected load of the on-road EV wireless charging system at location 30.

5. Conclusions

The paper presents a probabilistic framework for estimating the charging demand
of EVs, taking into account the availability of on-road wireless charging systems as an
alternative charging method. The developed EVDT accurately predicted the timing of EVs
requiring rapid charging based on realistic transportation data, enabling effective planning
of charging infrastructure. The MC simulation approach addressed uncertainties in EV
user decisions, providing a robust analysis of charging scenarios. The queuing model
effectively estimated the charging load at EV charging stations, considering the EV arrival
rate and ensuring system stability. The results and discussions highlighted the importance
of considering on-road wireless charging systems while determining EV charging station
loads. It was found that when on-road EV wireless charging systems were considered as
an alternative charging option in the distribution system, the peak loads of EV charging
stations were significantly reduced and did not coincide with the system’s peak loads, thus
enhancing the system’s capacity and power grid to accommodate the expected EV charging
station loads without system upgrades, particularly when the load of on-road wireless
charging systems are supplied by rooftop PV generation.

This work contributes to the understanding of EV charging dynamics and provides
valuable insights for policymakers, EV charging station operators, and investors. The
proposed framework offers a robust methodology for estimating charging demand and
informing decision-making processes related to the deployment of charging infrastruc-
ture. Future research can explore additional factors such as renewable energy integration,
grid impact, and cost analysis to enhance the sustainability and economic viability of EV
charging systems. This study significantly contributes to the advancement of EV charging
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infrastructure planning, supporting the widespread adoption of EVs and facilitating the
transition to a more sustainable transportation system.
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